ADD Reporting That Delivers Profits

Atlas Reporting® is a comprehensive business intelligence solution that gathers, tracks and intuitively manages important data analytics. It creates your data warehouse and helps you pull value out of your data to make informed decisions. Designed for your business and your industry, Atlas Reporting helps you get the most out of your data and your company.
ATLAS ADVANCED BI
Atlas Advanced BI® is a comprehensive business intelligence solution that allows you to turn mountains of data into actionable information. The Atlas BI Solution is an ADD Systems product available to support both the ADD Energy E3® solution for distribution and the ADD eStore solution for convenience stores.

YOUR DATA WAREHOUSE
The foundation of the warehouse is built with your data from ADD Energy E3 and ADD eStore®. Open architecture and flexibility allow you to add data from other sources, and you benefit from this single data location with optimum reporting speed.

SIMPLE WEB INTERFACE
Designed with the latest web tools, the Atlas Web Manager is a go-anywhere, do-everything web-based interface that can be used in the office or on the road with your mobile device.

EXCEPTION NOTIFICATIONS
The Atlas Alerts module notifies you wherever you are with this robust exception management system. Use your own rules and thresholds for a wide range of exceptions, and be alerted via email or text message when exceptions occur.

REPORT SUBSCRIPTIONS
No waiting! Set up recurring reporting delivered straight to your inbox, which can be viewed from your desk or mobile device. Reports can run on demand or be generated automatically. Use your own criteria, and schedule them to be emailed or saved on your network.

SELF-SERVICE REPORTING
All the tools you need to author and build your own reports. Customize preloaded reports or create your own from scratch with self-service report creation that delivers the information you need to run your business.

MODERN COMPATIBILITY
All reporting can be done in a variety of formatting such as XML, CSV, PDF, MHTML, Excel, TIFF and Word.

USER-FRIENDLY DESIGN
Reports feature on-screen sorting, drill down and search capabilities.